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Abstract. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) with the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond
order (AIREBO) potential is used to examine the effects of elongated tetravacancies (575757-
666-5757 defects) on the mechanical properties of graphene sheets containing such defects. In
these computer simulations, stress-strain dependences, maximum elastic strain, maximum
plastic strain and tensile strength are revealed which characterize a graphene sheet containing
an elongated tetravacancy in two tensile tests. In the first and second tests, tensile load was
applied parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the defect, respectively. It is revealed that the
mechanical characteristics of graphene are significantly influenced by elongated tetravacancies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Graphene exhibits the excellent mechanical prop-
erties which are important for a wide range of appli-
cations; see, e.g., [1-3]. For instance, following the
experimental data [1], pristine graphene is charac-
terized by extraordinarily high strength of around
130 GPa. Real graphene sheets, membranes and
layers (on substrates) typically contain structural
defects strongly affecting their mechanical and func-
tional properties; see, e.g., reviews [4-6]. So, fol-
lowing experimental data, computer simulations and
theoretical examinations, tensile strength of
graphene degrades due to the presence of grain
boundaries, line defects carrying orientation mis-
match between adjacent graphene crystallites
(grains) [2,5,7-16]. Also, point defects like Stone-
Wales defects, disclinations, vacancies, divacancies

and point-like tetravacancies (5559 defects) in
graphene can decrease its strength; see molecular
dynamics simulations [17-25]. At the same time,
along with grain boundaries, Stone-Wales defects,
disclinations, vacancies, divacancies and point-like
tetravacancies (5559 defects), 575757-666-5757
defects – elongated tetravacancies - can be present
in graphene sheets due to irradiation [26]. In par-
ticular, elongated 575757-666-5757 tetravacancies
are among the four most frequently observed
tetravacancy defects in monolayer graphene under
electron irradiation [26]. Generally speaking, such
tetravacancies are capable of strongly affecting both
strength and thus lifetime of graphene specimens
under mechanical load. In this context, there is large
interest in description of deformation and fracture
processes in graphene containing exended tetra-
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vacancies and examination of its mechanical prop-
erties. The main aims of this paper are to perform
computer simulations addressing the effects of elon-
gated tetravacancies on the mechanical character-
istics (stress-strain dependences, maximum elas-
tic strain, maximum plastic strain and tensile strength)
of graphene sheets containing such defects.

Each 575757-666-5757 defect represents an
elongated tetravacancy consisting of five pairs of
“pentagon-heptagon” configurations that surround
three “hexagon” configurations of carbon atoms (Fig.
1). Thus, geometry of an elongated tetavacancy is
“intermediate” between geometries of line and point
defects. With this factor, there is interest in analy-
sis of the influence of tensile load direction on the
deformation behavior exhibited graphene containing
a containing an elongated tetravacancy. In the con-
text discussed, in our research, we will perform two
tensile tests with tensile load being applied parallel
and perpendicular to the long axis of the elongated
tetravacancy.

2. SIMULATION METHOD

In description of deformation and fracture processes
in graphene sheets containing elongated tetrava-
cancies, we used the Large-scale Atomic/Molecu-
lar Massively Parallel Simulator MD simulation pack-
age. In order to specify interatomic bonds, the adap-
tive intermolecular reactive bond order (AIREBO)
potential [27] was utilized. The initial simulation cell
has a square-like shape with sizes 10 nm x 10 nm
and is characterized by periodic boundary condi-
tions along directions parallel to its edges. The dis-
tance between carbon atoms in graphene in its ini-
tial state is taken as 1.42 Å. More details on the
simulation method can be found in Ref. [20].

At the first stage of the pre-simulation proce-
dure, we created an elongated 575757-6666-5757
tetravacancy whose long axis is parallel to a zigzag
axis (Fig. 1).  At the second stage of the pre-simu-
lation procedure, the defected graphene model was
relaxed through simulations involving 1,000,000 it-
eration steps in Nose-Hoover thermostat at room
temperature (300K).

Then the tensile strain was applied with a strain
rate of 0.001 ps-1. In the first tensile test, the ten-
sion was applied along the armchair direction per-
pendicular to the long axis of the elongated
tetravacancy. In the second tensile test, the ten-
sion was applied along the zigzag direction parallel
to the long axis of the elongated tetravacancy. Evo-
lution of the graphene sheets in the tensile tests
will be considered in detail in next section.

Fig. 1. Graphene sheet containing an elongated
575757-666-5757 tetravacancy. 5- and 7-disclina-
tions composing the tetravacancy are shown as
yellow pentagons and blue heptagons, respectively.
Hexagons belonging to the tetravacancy are col-
ored green.

3. DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE
PROCESSES IN GRAPHENE
SHEET WITH ELONGATED
TETRAVACANCY

Following our simulations, evolution of a graphene
sheet containing the elongated tetravacancy under
tension in the zigzag direction (parallel to the
tetravacancy long axis) is illustrated in Fig. 2. When
the tensile load is applied to the graphene sheet,
structural defects carrying plastic deformation and
fracture are generated in the sheet, first of all, in the
vicinity of the pre-existent tetravacancy (Fig. 2a).
Basic defects that carry plastic flow are pairs of 5-
and 7-disclinations and seldom other configurations
(Fig. 2a). Defects that carry fracture are crack/void-
like n-cells, that is, n-membered rings of carbon
atoms, where n > 7 (for details, see a discussion in
Ref. [25]). Fig. 2a shows a graphene sheet contain-
ing a large void nucleus resulted from convergence
of several crack/void-like n-cells.

Further elongation of the graphene sheet under
tension load is accompanied by generation of new
n-disclinations and their convergence with pre-exis-
tent disclinations (Fig. 2b). These processes result
in the formation of a large void bounded by highly
deformed graphene areas containing high densities
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Fig. 2. Evolution of graphene containing an elongated tetravacancy under tensile load along the zigzag
direction of graphene hexagonal lattice. Structure of graphene sheet is shown at (a)  27%; (b)  30.3 %;
and (c)  40 % (for a detailed description, see the main text).

Fig. 3. Strain-stress dependences that character-
ize deformation and fracture processes in pristine
graphene deformed along armchair and zigzag crys-
tallographic directions (red and blue curves, respec-
tively).

of n-disclinations, where n = 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, …. Fi-
nally, the large void catastrophically grows so that
the graphene sheet in the simulation cell breaks
into two separate parts (Fig. 2c).

Similar deformation and fracture processes oc-
cur in a graphene sheet containing a elongated
tetravacancy under tension in the armchair direc-
tion perpendicular to the tetravacancy long axis. The
main difference between the graphene sheets loaded
along the armchair and zigzag directions is reflected

in the corresponding stress-strain curves (Fig. 3)
and their mechanical characteristics.

Fig. 3 presents strain-stress dependences char-
acterizing deformation and fracture processes in
graphene sheets that contain elongated
tetravacancies and are deformed along the armchair
and zigzag crystallographic directions, respectively.
Each of the “strain-stress” dependences has the
elastic and plastic deformation parts. Plastic defor-
mation parts contain many bursts each is associ-
ated with either re-arrangement or break of an inter-
atomic bond.

We now consider mechanical characteristics
(derived from strain-stress dependences in Fig. 3)
of a graphene sheet containing an elongated
tetravancy, depending on the tension direction. In
the situation where tension load is applied along
the zigzag crystallographic direction, the maximum
elastic strain 

el
 27%, the maximum plastic strain


pl

 6%, and the tensile strength 
t
 94 GPa. In the

situation where tension load is applied along the
armchair crystallographic direction, the maximum
elastic strain 

el
 17%, the maximum plastic strain


pl

 7%, and the tensile strength 
t
 80 GPa. Val-

ues of the maximum elastic strain 
el

 17% and »
27% are lower and near, respectively, the experi-
mentally measured [1] value 

el
 25% that charac-

terizes micron-sized pristine graphene membrane.
Values of the tensile strength 

t
 80 GPa and  94

GPa are lower than their counterparts (
pr-armchair 

=
100 GPa and 

pr-zigzag
 = 131 GPa, respectively; see

computer simulations [20]) that specify pristine
graphene.
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Graphene sheets containing elongated
tetravacancies are characterized by non-zero plas-
tic strains 

pl
 6 and 7% in tension tests along the

zigzag and armchair crystallographic direction, re-
spectively. It is contrasted to the brittle behavior
exhibited by pristine graphene membrane [1]. Thus,
graphene shows plasticity due to the presence of
elongated tetravacancies. Note that other point de-
fects also can enhance plasticity of graphene [22-
24] or even initiate its superplastic behavior [25].

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we performed MD simulations (with
the AIREBO potential) of deformation and fracture
processes occurring in graphene sheets containing
elongated tetravacancies (575757-666-5757 de-
fects). Each 575757-666-5757 defect represents an
elongated tetravacancy consisting of five pairs of
“pentagon-heptagon” configurations that surround
three “hexagon” configurations of carbon atoms (Fig.
1). Thus, geometry of an elongated tetavacancy is
“intermediate” between geometries of line and point
defects. Such elongated tetravacancies are among
the four most frequently observed tetravacancy de-
fects in monolayer graphene under electron irradia-
tion [26].

The MD simulations have shown that elastic and
plastic deformation stages occur in graphene sheets
containing elongated tetravacancies. After the elas-
tic deformation stage, plastic deformation and local
fracture processes (in the vicinity of the tetravacancy)
occur in graphene (Figs. 2a and 2b). Basic defects
that carry plastic flow are pairs of 5- and 7-
disclinations and seldom other configurations. De-
fects that carry fracture are crack/void-like n-cells,
that is, n-membered rings of carbon atoms, where
n > 7.  During the plastic deformation stage, a large
void is nucleated through convergence of several
crack/void-like n-cells (Fig. 2a). Then, the large void
grows through its convergence with new crack/void-
like n-cells intensively generated in its vicinity (Fig.
2b). Finally, the large void catastrophically grows
so that the graphene sheet breaks into two sepa-
rate parts (Fig. 2c).

In our simulations, we found the basic mechani-
cal characteristics of the sheets containing elon-
gated tetravacancies. In the situation where tension
load is applied along the zigzag crystallographic
direction, the maximum elastic strain 

el
 27%, the

maximum plastic strain 
pl

 6%, and the tensile
strength 

t
 94 GPa. In the situation where tension

load is applied along the armchair crystallographic
direction, the maximum elastic strain 

el
 17%, the

maximum plastic strain 
pl

 7%, and the tensile
strength 

t
 80 GPa.

With these values and their comparison with
those that specify pristine graphene, we conclude
that the presence of elongated tetravacancies
weakly influences the maximum elastic strain and
decreases (by  20-30%) the tensile strength. At
the same time, in contrast to brittle pristine graphene
[1], graphene sheets under our examination show
substantial plasticity (characterized by plastic strain


pl
 6-7%) due to the presence of elongated

tetravacancies.
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